animal physical therapist job description and requirements - animal physical therapist job description and requirements learn about the education and preparation needed to become an animal physical therapist, physical therapist assistant schools physical therapist - physical therapy has become an increasingly central part of any program of medical care physical therapy has proven to be vital in treating individuals who are recovering from a traumatic accident injured athletes or elderly individuals seeking to counteract the effects of a degenerative illness, pharmacy school pharmacist careers how to become a - pharmacist salaries job growth pharmacist salaries across the us the median salary for a pharmacist in 2016 topped 121 500 though those in advanced roles or with years of experience can expect to garner even higher wages, law schools careers how to become a lawyer - most states require lawyers to graduate from an aba approved law school and pass the state bar examination prior to qualifying in that state although each state sets its own testing guidelines the bar exam is commonly a two day process day one is spent completing the multistate bar examination while day two focuses on writing examinations covering various legal matters, canadian pharmacy online trusted pharmacy in canadian - canada pharmacy is an canadian pharmacy online which delivers prescription medications without prescription best offers for ed group meds, recent court decisions california labor and employment - in lewis v epic systems corp the seventh circuit held that arbitration agreements that prohibit class or collective actions by employees are illegal and unenforceable under the national labor relations act nira in particular the may 26 2016 decision explained that class lawsuits are a form of protected concerted activity under nira sections 7 and 8